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2.

Scientific part

2.1.

Summary and key-words

All successful software systems evolve to meet changing requirements. Without continual
reengineering, however, such systems necessarily suffer from architectural drift, as their
original design no longer matches new business goals and requirements. As a consequence,
they become increasingly complex and fragile, leading to ever higher maintenance costs.
We propose a component-based approach to software evolution, in which stable software
artifacts are identified over time, and are migrated towards components and component architectures. The key to the approach is a component meta model for modelling and analysing evolving software systems. This meta model facilitates component migration tools and
techniques. As a successful software system matures, instead of becoming more complex
and fragile, its architecture gradually migrates towards a configuration of software components, which can be more easily reconfigured and adapted than a typical legacy system. To
achieve this flexibility, however, a component-based system requires a suitable compositional infrastructure for specifying component configurations and the compositional abstractions that hold the components together.
We propose to develop (i) a component meta model for modelling software systems that
extends existing standards (such as UML) with concepts required to support evolution, focusing on such issues as non-functional requirements and software dependencies. Based on
this meta model, we will develop (ii) component migration tools and methods that will help
to identify candidate components, identify and resolve architectural and design drift, and
support transformation to component-based software structures. We will focus on software
metrics and visualization to support analysis, and language-independent refactorings to support transformation. Component migration methods will be documented as reverse and
reengineering patterns. Finally, we propose to develop (iii) a compositional infrastructure to
support architectural specification, and run-time configuration and evolution, using the
agent-based framework of the Piccola composition language.
Keywords

Software components, software evolution, software reengineering, meta-modelling, software metrics, visualization, software architecture, software composition.
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2.2.

Research plan

2.2.1.

State of the art and related work

Component Meta Model

Industry has converged in the last few years on the Unified Modelling Language (UML) as
a standard notation for expressing object-oriented models [3]. UML defines its own meta
model, which can be extended to and adapted to various needs. Any serious meta modelling
research effort must therefore position itself with respect to UML.
UML suffers from two serious drawbacks for component migration. First, UML is conceived as language for specifying analysis and design models, and is missing concepts
needed for describing and working with implementation models. Fine-grained relationships
between individual code elements, for example, can only be modelled by extending UML in
non-standard ways. Second, UML is very weak when it comes to expressing non-functional
properties (such as quality-of-service, resource consumption or real-time constraints) or expressing compositionality dependencies and constraints (such as protocols that must be respected when using an interface, or assumptions that must be respected when extending a
component or overriding behaviour inherited by a subclass).
Considerable work has been done on real-time extensions to UML [10], and standardization efforts are under way, but little has been done so far on other kinds of non-functional
requirements. The notion of contracts as explicit representations of contractual obligations
between objects or components and their clients is well-established [15][24] but UML provides only an informal mechanism to express constraints (usually restricted to data modelling constraints). Various researchers have proposed enriching interfaces to express
reusability constraints [20][34], but this is still an open research issue, and UML does not
address it.
XML is clearly emerging as a standard for interchange of models [4][5]. XML is a successor of SGML, intended to express arbitrary models, not just document mark-up.
Until now there is no commonly agreed definition of what a component is [35][65]. Most
researchers and authors agree that components should be “black box” entities, and preferably binary entities [35], but there is no agreement what constitutes a “black box” since even
binary components may exhibit hidden platform dependencies. There is also considerable
interest in source code components in the form of C++ templates. Moreover, multiple component models exist, such as EJB, COM+ and CORBA. Component repositories exist
[9][16][25][37] but there is no uniform way to represent their basic structure and properties,
and there is no agreement what properties need to be captured and represented.
In the past few years there has been increasing interest in abstracting not just components
but common architectures from a set of related applications (i.e., a “product line”). Such
“architectural styles” have been documented and specified using a range of experimental
architectural description languages, with the goal of formalizing and reasoning about applications at an architectural level [32].
Component Migration

Traditional reengineering of legacy system promotes wrapping technologies where the legacy code is encapsulated within object-oriented languages like Java or Smalltalk [6]. Various techniques, like data flow analysis [7] may be used to decompose the legacy code into
subsystems that can then be wrapped as components. Component mining, on the other hand,
tries to identify generic software entities in legacy code and extract them as components.
Several techniques are applied to identify candidate components [19] [14]: metrics [13],
clustering algorithms [1], and concept analysis [21][33].
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Once the analysis is done, code transformations are necessary. In the context of objectoriented programming, behaviour preserving code transformations are known as refactorings [28][30]. The Refactoring Browser is the best known tool currently available [30], but
can only be applied to Smalltalk.
Compositional Infrastructure

Composition infrastructure is concerned first of all with how to specify compositions of
components, and second with how to effect component interconnections at run-time. The
first subject is current addressed by (i) advances in programming languages, (ii) scripting
languages, (iii) graphical “builders” and 4GL environments. The second issue is largely addressed by so-called middleware platforms.
Purely functional programming languages have always been good at expressing (functional) composition, but do not explicitly address issues of concurrency and distribution
which are critical for real component-based systems. Recently there has been some investigation into using functional languages to compose components [18].
C++ template meta-programming has become extremely popular in specialized domains
where compile-time composition of software components is required to achieve adequate
performance. In this approach, compile-time polymorphism is favoured over run-time polymorphism, but all polymorphism is statically resolved by means of compile-time reflection
[8]. Since C++ templates are untyped, all type-checking is performed after composition is
completed.
One of the key difficulties in run-time component composition is that not all interfaces
can be known statically. Java solved this problem by providing a so-called “reflection”
package (technically this is introspection, since Java can only inspect the class of an object,
not change it at run-time).
Conventional programming languages typically provide no special mechanisms to support component composition. Instead, so-called scripting languages have come in vogue,
which allow programmers to compose applications with high-level “scripts” which direct
and coordinate components typically written in a conventional programming language.
Languages like Visual Basic [11][26], Perl [36], TCL [29] and Python [23] have become
very popular in recent years, especially in domains like internet programming, where applications are rapidly developed and evolved. Each of these languages is typically well suited
for scripting some particular domain (Perl is good at text manipulation, TCL is good at GUI
building), and not so good at others, thus leading to a proliferation of specialized scripting
languages.
Similarly, graphical application builders and 4GL environments [22] are typically highly
optimized for certain tasks, such as GUI construction or development of form-based database applications, but cannot be adapted to support graphical composition in other domains.
Run-time support for software composition is generally limited to middleware systems
like CORBA [2][27] and COM [17][31], which provide mechanisms to lookup components
and services, some degree of service negotiation, communication between distributed components and their clients, and marshalling of communicated values (if necessary). Components that are to be made available through such middleware systems must publish their
interfaces with a so-called Interface Definition Language, or IDL. Such interfaces are limited to expresses service signatures — non-functional properties, dependencies, contracts,
constraints and protocols cannot be expressed [12], but they are critical in order to avoid
compositional mismatch [35]. In COM, for example, non-functional properties are specified
at the object level, but not in the interfaces. Similarly, MTS (the Microsoft Transaction
Server, now part of COM+) [11], provides transaction and security services for run-time
components, but the service guarantees cannot be specified at the interface level.
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Contributions to the field by the applicants

We have carried out related work both within the ongoing NFS project, “A framework approach to composing heterogeneous applications” (NFS 20-53711.98), and within FAMOOS, “A Framework-based Approach for Mastering Object-Oriented Software
Evolution” (ESPRIT Project 21975, BBW Nr. 96.0015).
Component Meta Model

Within the NFS project we have carried out extensive modelling experiments to develop a
formal semantics of software components and composition mechanisms. This work has led
to (i) the πL Calculus, a process calculus foundation for software components in which concurrent agents communicate forms, or extensible records instead of tuples [61][62][74], (ii)
an approach to modelling objects and components based on explicit meta-objects encoded
in πL [60][76][72][73].
Within FAMOOS we have carried out a detailed analysis of UML and determined that it
was not adequate for supporting reengineering operations [45]. As a consequence we defined a language independent meta model named Famix [47] and a corresponding interchange format [66]. Famix is currently the foundation of the Moose reengineering
environment [53], which in turn is the basis for the Moose Refactoring Engine, CodeCrawler [44][59][49], and Moose/Metrics [43] and [48].
Using Moose, we have evaluated how size metrics can support the understanding of application evolution by means of recovering refactorings [48] and how size metrics can assess the quality of software entities [43]. With CodeCrawler, we have shown how the
combination of simple metrics and simple graphs support the assessment of object-oriented
applications [44][49][52][59]. We have also used the Famix model to evaluate the impact of
changes between software versions on the technical documentation [55].
Component Migration

Within FAMOOS we have worked on the reengineering of object-oriented legacy applications. We have particularly focused on the first necessary steps of component migration:
identification of duplicated code [50], language independent code refactorings, abstraction
identification, supporting iterative model extraction, and architectural extraction
[67][68][69][71][79]. We have also developed the following tools: DupLoc, a tool for detecting code duplication in a language independent manner [50]; Gaudi, an environment for
supporting iterative extraction of architectural view based on logic programming [70]; and
the Moose/Refactoring Engine, a language-independent refactoring engine.
At the methodological level, we have identified a series of guidelines for developing
component frameworks [41][77], and we are also continuing to analyse the process of reengineering by recording best practice in reverse engineering and reengineering in terms of
patterns [42][46][51]. We have also started to investigate how to support the refactoring
process by means of special “assistants” that suggest transformations to be performed [54].
Compositional Infrastructure

Piccola is an experimental composition language [64] whose semantics is defined by a mapping to πL [38][39][63][75]. The current version of Piccola is implemented in Java, and
translates Piccola scripts to πL, which is then executed by a πL interpreter.
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Piccola can be used to define (i) architectural styles, such as push-flow or pull-flow pipes
and filters, GUI composition, publisher-subscriber composition, and so on, (ii) coordination
abstractions to mediate between concurrent activities, (iii) glue abstractions to bridge compositional styles, and (iv) scripts, which specify how external components are plugged together using composition, coordination and glue abstractions. The current implementation
is performant enough to carry out non-trivial experiments, and we are now exploring some
larger case studies. We expect that the formal foundation of Piccola will allow us to reason
about compositions and their properties (for example, performance costs, or real-time guarantees) in a way that is not possible with scripting languages.
Piccola can presently be used only to compose components written in Java or Piccola,
and there is no support yet for distribution using either middleware or coordination media.
We have, however, previously explored the use of scripting languages, particularly Python,
for scripting CORBA components, and for wrapping existing software to export services to
CORBA [57]. We have also experimented with the development of reusable coordination
abstractions for Java [78], form-based coordination media for distributed components [58],
and mobile software components [56]. We expect these earlier experiments to lead to a
more systematic approach to composition of distributed components based on Piccola.
We have also carried out some initial experiments in visualizing and controlling agent
communication within a running Piccola system [40], and we believe these initial ideas can
be elaborated to support run-time monitoring and reconfiguration of component-based software systems.
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Detailed research plan

Component Meta Model

We propose to develop a component meta model that provides concepts required to support
evolution, focusing on such issues as non-functional requirements and software dependencies. The meta model will allow models of software systems to be specified, analysed and
manipulated.
The meta model will extend FAMIX to address architectural constraints pertinent to component systems, and, like FAMIX, will strive for maximal compatibility with UML. We
plan to evaluate how the UML Meta-Object Facility (MOF) can be instantiated to support
the description of components (i.e., from CORBA, EJB, COM+). With the resulting meta
model, we expect to be able to express component requirements, constraints, contracts, and
protocols.
Various tools will also be developed to support querying and analysis.
• The FAMIX meta model will be extended to address architectural constraints, such as
non-functional requirements, service obligations and protocols, architectural style, and
reusability and extensibility contracts.
• A component repository will be developed to store software models and act as a server
for various tools.
• A metrics rendering tool will be developed to analyse and evaluate software systems.
The tool will address issues currently not covered by Codecrawler, such as coupling
and cohesion metrics, and comparisons between successive versions of software systems.
• An interactive query system will be developed to monitor and evaluate versions of
evolving software systems. Both pre-packaged and ad hoc queries will be supported to
help component developers identify which parts of a system are stabilizing, and which
parts require additional flexibility.
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Component Migration

Based on the component meta model, we will develop component migration tools to identify candidate components, identify and resolve architectural and design drift, and support
transformation to component-based software structures. We will focus on software metrics
and visualization to support analysis, and language-independent refactorings to support
transformation.
Migration of applications towards component architectures requires both an iterative development process and suitable tools. We believe such a process can be expressed as a reengineering pattern language. We have already identified a large number of reengineering
patterns that express “best practice” in iterative development of object-oriented systems,
and hope to expand this set to a relatively complete system of patterns (known in the literature as a “pattern language”) to define a process for migration towards components.
• Software analysis tools will be developed to detect architectural and design drift by exploiting static and dynamic information of the software models in the repository. Duplicated code is already detected by Duploc. Duplicated functionality may be detected
by similar means, with the help of filtering techniques. Coupling and cohesion metrics
can help to detect architectural drift. Various other metrics can be used to detect violation of other object-oriented and software engineering principles (such as tight data
coupling, navigational code, or missing polymorphism). We especially plan to address:
— software evolution visualization (multiple versions of the same entity)
— very large scale extension (applications, packages, components)
— very small scale extension (internal structure of classes)
• Migration assistants will be developed that suggest software entities as candidates for
abstraction or “componentization” based on the results of the analysis. These “assistants” will apply simple heuristics documented in the pattern language to suggest plausible refactorings to reduce architectural and design drift. For example, duplicated
code can typically be factored out as hook methods, and poor coupling and cohesion
can often be resolved by similarly simple refactorings. Strongly collaborating entities
identified in dynamic analysis may be candidates for new software components.
• Language independent refactoring tools would automate the tedious task of abstracting, renaming and moving software entities, based on the component meta model, rather than on the concrete meta model of a specific programming language. Many of the
transformations performed by the Refactoring Browser on Smalltalk code, for example, can be generalized to work with other object-oriented languages, such as C++ and
Java.
• A reengineering pattern language will be defined that guides component developers in
(i) reverse engineering, or recovering and understanding software models, (ii) detecting problems of flexibility and architectural drift, (iii) identifying new target software
structures that solve these problems, and (iv) transforming the software to the new
structures. Point (i) is supported by the component meta model and tools. Points (ii),
(iii) and (iv) are further supported by the component migration tools.
Compositional Infrastructure

A component-based software system consists not only of generic software components, but
also some specialized ones, tailored to the task, a set of composition abstractions that mediate the interconnections between components, a configuration which specifies those interconnections (and which may evolve at run-time), middleware which mediates between
components on different platforms, and glueware which adapts components and bridges in-
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terfaces and protocols of different component architectures. The composition language, Piccola, will be extended in various ways to address these concerns.
• A middleware bridge will be developed from Piccola to CORBA/COM+.
• A distributed form space will be developed to allow Piccola agents to coordinate components on networked systems.
• Composition abstractions for a variety of component architectures will be developed.
Special attention will be given to compositional reasoning: architectural constraints
that are specified in the component meta model should be guaranteed as a consequence
of how components are configured. For example, deadlock-freeness, real-time service
guarantees, security guarantees, or even maximum transaction cost would be properties that could be ensured at the level of a component architecture and the composition
abstractions provided.
• A composition monitor will visualize the Piccola agents, channels and forms that realize a composition, and permit users to view and interact with an evolving component
configuration.
2.2.4.

Work plan

The activities in this project will be iterative and interleaved. Nevertheless, we expect to
concentrate on the following topics in the first and second year:
First year
Component meta model:

• Extend FAMIX to express architectural constraints
• Implement a repository with XML import and export facilities
• Develop metrics rendering tool for software evolution
Component migration:

• Software analysis for duplicated code and functionality
• Migration assistants for duplicated functionality
• Language-independent refactorings based on Famix
• Reengineering pattern catalogue
Compositional infrastructure:

• Middleware bridge for Piccola
• Distributed form space
• Composition abstractions
Second year
Component meta model:

• Develop query and navigation facilities for component repository
Component migration:

• Software analysis for architectural drift based on metrics suite
• Migration assistants for architectural drift
• Language-specific refactorings for Java, Smalltalk and C++
• Reengineering pattern catalogue refined to a systematic “pattern language”
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Compositional infrastructure:

• Composition monitor
2.2.5.

What is the importance of the proposed work?

There is enormous pressure in industry to move software development towards componentbased platforms in order to be able to respond more quickly to rapidly changing requirements. Unfortunately the level of maturity in component technology is quite low, except in
a few domains which have received a lot of attention from vendors (such as those targeted
by 4GL environments). Similarly, component platforms and standards focus more on syntax than semantics, and sidestep many of the more difficult interoperability issues. Finally,
there does not exist to this date a culture of investment in software reengineering as a dayto-day part of the software process. Industry as a whole is not prepared to migrate existing
software systems to component platforms.
This project proposes to undertake basic research in component migration in an attempt
to address some of these shortcomings. Some of the expected results (mainly the software
analysis tools and the best practice patterns) are expected to be of industrial relevance in the
short term. Other parts of the project (such as component meta model extensions and composition infrastructure) are more foundational in nature, and are expected to have industrial
impact only in the very long term.
2.3.

International Collaboration

2.3.1.

Does this project have an international aspect?

Not formally.
2.3.2.

If so, in what form?

We have a collaboration agreement with ABB (Baden and Heidelberg) on the topic of component migration, and we expect some crossover of results with this NFS project.
2.3.3.

In which countries do the most important partners operate?

ABB is a worldwide conglomerate. We will interact mainly with the research divisions in
Switzerland and Germany.

